This work investigates the interaction of N-terminal gp41 fusion peptide (FP) of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) with model membranes in order to elucidate how FP leads to fusion of HIV and T-cell membranes. FP constructs were (i) wild-type FP23 (23 N-terminal amino acids of gp41), (ii) water-soluble monomeric FP that adds six lysines on the C-terminus of FP23 (FPwsm), and (iii) the C-terminus covalently linked trimeric version (FPtri) of FPwsm. Model membranes were (i) LM3 (a T-cell mimic), (ii) 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine, (iii) 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine/30 mol% cholesterol, (iv) 1,2-dierucoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine, and (v) 1,2-dierucoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine/30 mol% cholesterol. Diffuse synchrotron low-angle x-ray scattering from fully hydrated samples, supplemented by volumetric data, showed that FP23 and FPtri penetrate into the hydrocarbon region and cause membranes to thin. Depth of penetration appears to depend upon a complex combination of factors including bilayer thickness, presence of cholesterol, and electrostatics. X-ray data showed an increase in curvature in hexagonal phase 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine, which further indicates that FP23 penetrates into the hydrocarbon region rather than residing in the interfacial headgroup region. Low-angle x-ray scattering data also yielded the bending modulus K C , a measure of membrane stiffness, and wide-angle x-ray scattering yielded the S xray orientational order parameter. Both FP23 and FPtri decreased K C and S xray considerably, while the weak effect of FPwsm suggests that it did not partition strongly into LM3 model membranes. Our results are consistent with the HIV FP disordering and softening the T-cell membrane, thereby lowering the activation energy for viral membrane fusion.
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Introduction
Infection by enveloped viruses, such as human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1), requires fusion of the virion membrane with the target cell membrane in order to transfer viral RNA into the target cell. 1 Enveloped viruses use ectodomain glycoproteins to first dock with receptors on the T-cell membrane and then perturb the target membrane to form a pore. 2 On the HIV-1 ectodomain, the glycoproteins gp160 are typically assembled as homotrimers 3 and proteolytically cleaved to gp120 and gp41, which remain non-covalently associated. gp120 binds to the CD4 glycoprotein on the T cell 4 and a chemokine coreceptor, primarily CCR5 and CXCR4. 5 This binding causes a conformational change in gp41 that exposes the fusion peptide (FP23) that contains a highly hydrophobic sequence of 23 amino acids at the Nterminus of gp41. 3, 6, 7 FP interacts in a nonspecific way with the target membrane and perhaps also with the virion membrane; 8 this interaction provides the perturbation that allows a pore to form, thus allowing release of the HIV RNA into the target cell. The importance of FP23 is indicated by its ability to fuse and/or lyse liposomes and erythrocytes, 9, 10 and mutations with a polar residue in this sequence drastically reduce fusogenic activity. 11, 12 Although some investigations have studied longer 13 and shorter 14 N-terminal FP constructs from HIV (the 12-mer being the minimal FP 15 ), FP23 is the most common choice. 9, 10, 13 It may also be noted that a recent work presents evidence to show that the main pathway is endocytosis of the HIV virion, rather than fusion with the plasma membrane, and then the virion membrane fuses with the endosomal membrane near the nuclear membrane in lymphoid CEMss cells expressing CD4 and CXCR4. 16 Even in this scenario, the mechanism of fusion between the virion and endosomal membranes would likely be similar to that at the plasma membrane, since the same HIV ectodomain is exposed at the virion membrane surface. 17 Atomic-resolution structure is often achievable and valuable. The crystal structure of gp41 of simian immunodeficiency virus has been obtained 18 as has the crystal structure of HIV-1 gp41 ectodomain. 3 These structures share a similar coiled-coil core, which is thought to stabilize the interaction of the viral and T-cell membranes. In contrast, the crystal structure of the N-terminal FP has not been determined, since it is normally removed prior to crystallization due to its extreme hydrophobicity. 3, 18 Even a 3D solution structure of ectodomain of simian immunodeficiency virus gp41 did not contain the 26 N-terminal amino acids. 19 Furthermore, the membrane with which FP interacts is in a fluid state; hence, it should not be expected that physiological concentrations of FP will induce a crystalline state. Even if a method could be found to obtain a crystalline state of FP with lipids, it is unlikely that such a state would be biologically relevant because it would not be fully hydrated and the disorder due to the fluid nature of the membranes would not be present. Instead of atomic-level crystallography that utilizes sharp diffraction peaks, we use the diffuse x-ray scattering that is produced by fully hydrated, fluctuating bilayers to determine disordered structure at the nanoscale. 20 Since gp41 acts as a trimer during HIV infection, a trimer construct of FP (FPtri) could be an important tool for studying its membrane interactions. A water-soluble monomer (FPwsm) had been synthesized, by attaching six lysines to the native FP, in order to ease synthesis steps. 21 A similar FPwsm produced by genetic expression was found useful for solution NMR studies. 22 FPtri enhanced lipid mixing in LM3 model fusion studies by 40 times compared to FPwsm. 21 Solidstate NMR has shown that there is a strong correlation between membrane insertion depth and fusogenicity in a model membrane system of PC:PG (∼4:1) with 30 mol% cholesterol. 23 In the present work, we study FP23 as well as the FPwsm and FPtri constructs in LM3. LM3 is a T-cell lipid membrane mimic consisting of a mixture of six lipids [1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC):1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (POPE):1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoserine (POPS):soy phosphatidylinositol (PI):egg sphingomyelin (ESM):cholesterol (Chol)], in a 10:5:2:1:2:10 mole ratio, 24 ,25 which our work shows is a liquid ordered bilayer that becomes more disordered when FP is added. As controls, we also compare results of adding FP23 to simpler lipid bilayers, starting with the favorite fully fluid 1,2-dioleoylsn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) (diC18:1PC) bilayer, and we also add cholesterol. However, the DOPC bilayer is considerably thinner than LM3; thus, we have also studied 1,2-dierucoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (diC22:1PC; with and without 30 mol% cholesterol), which is 7 Å thicker than DOPC. 26 In addition to structure, our synchrotron low-angle x-ray scattering (LAXS) data determine the bending modulus, K C , which is a measure of membrane stiffness. Using our wide-angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) analysis, 27 we also determine the orientational S xray order parameters. In a third type of diffraction experiment, we show that FP23 increases the curvature of the hexagonal II phase forming lipid 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DOPE), thus confirming that FP23 penetrates into the hydrocarbon interior. Finally, our volumetric data are fundamental for quantitative structural analysis.
Results

Volumes
The volume shown for LM3 is the mole fraction weighted average of lipid (including cholesterol) in the LM3 mixture. 
Hydration issues and MLV data
Our best scattering data are obtained from oriented stacks of bilayers. For biological relevance, it is important that those samples be well hydrated to provide enough water between neighboring bilayers in the stack so that there is ample water space in which hydrophilic parts of added peptide could reside and so that interactions between bilayers do not significantly perturb the structure they would have as single bilayers. Preliminary to obtaining oriented x-ray data that required hydrating from water vapor, it was valuable to obtain the repeat D spacings from multilamellar vesicle (MLV) samples in excess water. Compared to MLVs of zwitterionic lipids that have well-defined finite D spacings, lipids with net charge have electrostatic forces that may repel neighboring membranes so strongly that they are "unbound" with essentially infinite, nonobservable values of D. Table 2 reports that the addition of x = 0.091 positively charged FP23 unbound neutral DOPC and diC22:1PC bilayers. Negatively charged LM3 bilayers were also unbound; they became bound when enough positively charged FP23 was added to reduce their net charge. FP23 at x = 0.048 did not induce binding of LM3 membranes, but FPtri did induce binding at x = 0.016. Although these two concentrations of FP23 and FPtri have the same number of native amino acids, FPtri was synthesized with additional lysines to make it water soluble and the extra charge accounts for binding at lower concentrations than FP23. FPwsm at x = 0.048 has the same number of native amino acids and essentially the same number of added lysines as FPtri at x = 0.016. We suggest that FPwsm does not cause unbound LM3 bilayers to bind to each other because a larger fraction of FPwsm partitions into the water than FPtri, thereby leaving a larger net negative charge on LM3.
Diffuse x-ray scattering from oriented samples Figure 1 shows some diffuse LAXS data for oriented samples based on LM3 bilayers. All these samples were hydrated far enough to have quite large D spacings with an ample water cushion between adjacent bilayers. Such extensive hydration causes the oriented stacks to fluctuate and produce diffuse lobes of scattering, 20 shown as circular or ellipsoidal white lobes in Fig. 1 . Compared to the LM3 data in Fig. 1a , the addition of FP23 in Fig. 1b and the addition of FPtri in Fig. 1d caused the diffuse lobes to become broader in the q r direction due to increased fluctuations. In contrast, the water-soluble monomeric form of FP23, 4.8 mol% FPwsm/LM3 sample in Fig. 1c , had a LAXS pattern quite similar to that of the control, LM3 in Fig. 1a . This indicates that FPwsm had the least perturbing effect on the LM3 structure, perhaps remaining in the solvent. The broadening of diffuse lobes observed in Fig. 1b and d is not due to a significant increase in mosaic spread, since the mosaic spread in these samples was measured to be b0.3°, only slightly greater than our best oriented samples with a mosaic spread b0.1°. CCD images of diC22:1PC and DOPC with 4.8 mol% FP23 have been reported previously. 28 Structure Figure 2 shows the form factors obtained for LM3 with and without 4.8 mol% FP23 as examples of data 3 ) and the electron-dense phosphatidylcholine group (0.54 e/Å 3 ). For both FP23 and FPtri in LM3, the mean position of the peptide was inside the hydrocarbon region, but closer to the glycerolcarbonyl headgroup Gaussian than to the center of the bilayer. The control membrane with nearly the same thickness as LM3 is diC22:1PC. Similarly to LM3, Fig. 4 shows that FP23 caused ∼3 Å thinning in diC22:1PC, while 30 mol% cholesterol caused a 3-Å thickening. As shown in Fig. 4 , the position of FP23 in diC22:1PC changed dramatically with cholesterol, from ∼ 9 to ∼ 17 Å from the bilayer center. In the latter position, FP23 is close to the glycerol-carbonyl headgroup, as in LM3. Since LM3 contains 33 mol% cholesterol, this suggests that cholesterol has the effect of displacing FP23 from deep within the hydrocarbon interior to nearer the carbonyl/glycerol moiety in these fairly thick bilayers. Similarly to the thicker lipids, FP23 caused ∼ 3.5 Å thinning in DOPC (see Fig. 5 ) while cholesterol caused ∼ 4 Å thickening, and these two effects cancelled each other in the sample with both components. However, unlike the thicker lipids, cholesterol did not have the effect of moving FP23 closer to the headgroup region.
Secondary structure
It is of interest to know if the peptide position or Gaussian width is correlated with its secondary structure. Circular dichroism (CD) data (not shown) indicated well-defined α-helix in dry 9.1 mol% FP23/LM3, but that changed upon hydration to a poorly determined mixture of β-sheet and random coil. Primarily β-sheet structure was indicated for hydrated 9.1 mol% FP23/diC22:1PC, whereas 9.1 mol% FP23/DOPC appeared to be a mixture of α-helix, β-sheet, and random coil. In our hands, there was no clear correlation between CD secondary structure and the peptide position or its Gaussian width obtained from LAXS.
Bending modulus K C
The bending modulus K C was obtained from LAXS data of oriented samples with results summarized in Table 3 . Consistent with earlier results for DOPC and diC22:1PC bilayers, 28 addition of FP generally decreased K C dramatically. The new data for LM3 bilayers further show that FPtri is almost as effective per native amino acid (comparing three times the mole fraction) in lowering K C as FP23. FPwsm is not as effective as either, consistent with the LAXS result shown in Fig. 1 , suggesting that it may not partition as completely into the LM3 bilayer as FP23 and FPtri. Table 3 also includes previous results that cholesterol has little effect on K C of lipids with two monounsaturated chains. 29, 30 Order parameter Figure 6 shows WAXS obtained from oriented samples at 30°C. The WAXS intensity for LM3 in Fig. 6a is concentrated near the equator, typical of liquid-ordered (L o ) phases with high orientational order 27 . Upon addition of FP23, the WAXS intensity in Fig. 6b extends further off the equator due to greater orientational disorder. By contrast, WAXS scattering upon addition of monomeric FPwsm in Fig. 6c is closer to control LM3 in Fig. 6a , which again suggests weaker partitioning into the LM3 membrane. The maximal disordering effect compared to the LM3 control was obtained with trimeric FP23/LM3 as shown in Fig. 6d . Figure 7 shows the x-ray orientational order parameter S xray . As suggested by the raw data in Fig. 6 , FPtri decreased S xray most in LM3 bilayers, decreased S xray in DOPC and diC22:1PC with and without cholesterol. As previously reported, cholesterol increased S xray in pure lipid bilayers. 29, 30 The larger value of S xray in LM3 than in diC22:1PC or DOPC, even with cholesterol, suggests that LM3 should be thought of as a liquid-ordered bilayer.
Spontaneous curvature
A standard method to study spontaneous curvature employs lipids such as DOPE that form hexagonal II phases. Our initial goal was to see how FP23 changes the spontaneous curvature of DOPE, although our result is perhaps more illuminating regarding the location of FP23. When FP23 was added to pure DOPE in the mole ratios shown in Fig. 8 , there was a decrease in the D hex spacing up to 2 mol% FP23. The same trend was observed in the presence of 16% tetradecane (TD), which facilitates the formation of H II phase by providing hydrocarbon to fill in the interstices between cylinders to relieve packing stress. 31, 32 At higher concentration, FP23 caused an increase in the D hex spacing. This could be due to aggregation of FP23 in the highly constrained, tubular H II phase, as has been suggested previously in a study of feline leukemia virus FP in DOPE. 33 Since a substantial decrease of K C was previously observed at 2 mol%, 28 and since the D spacing was still smaller than that of the control DOPE, this concentration was chosen for the hydration curve in Fig. 9 . Figure 9 shows the hydration curve for pure DOPE and 2 mol% FP23/DOPE. The data for pure DOPE of Leikin et al. are plotted for comparison. 34 Figure 9 shows that the initial slope of the hydration curve of DOPE is nearly the same with and without FP23, but the maximum, fully hydrated value of D hex is smaller when FP23 is added to DOPE, even when the scatter in the data was considered. At all hydration levels, all samples were in the H II phase as evidenced by D hex Bragg orders related as 1, 1/√3, 1/2; the three lowest Bragg orders were used to determine D hex , even though six or more H II Bragg orders were observed in several of the drier samples.
Following the methods of Rand et al., 32,34-36 we quantified curvature as the inverse of the radius of the pivotal plane, defined as that radius at which the area does not change as the monolayer bends upon hydration. Figure 10 shows the location of the pivotal plane as well as other locations of interest. These include R W , the radius of the H II water cylinder. We have supplemented these standard quantities with R S , the radius from the center of the H II tube to the lipid steric thickness, which bisects the headgroup region with associated water, R C , the Table 5 . radius to the start (Gibbs dividing surface) of the hydrocarbon region, and R 1 , the effective lipid radius, including void regions. Using these radii and the equations of Leikin et al., 34 we calculate three areas: A W , the area per lipid molecule at the Luzzati plane (R W ), A P , the area per unit cell at the pivotal plane (R 0P ), and A 1 , the area corresponding to R 1 . Table 4 gives numerical values for these quantities. Agreement with Leikin et al. for DOPE is satisfactory. 34 The main result is that FP23 decreases R 0P , thereby increasing the spontaneous curvature of the mixture beyond that of the already highly curved HII DOPE lipid; this result is suggested by the directly measured decrease in D hex . 37 and assumed to be the same for DOPE; of course, this volume fills only part of the volume in the interfacial region between R C and R S , as shown in Fig. 10 . V C is the volume/ hydrocarbon region = V L − V H . V W is the volume of water between 0 and R W , and V W ′ is the volume of water closely associated with the headgroup. From V W ′, we calculate n W ′ = 6.1 for DOPE, which compares well with that of DLPE, which has n W ′ = 6.2 (incorrectly reported as 4.7 in Ref. 37 ). The results shown in Tables 3 and 4 are for fully hydrated samples.
Discussion
Although the most appropriate comparison was expected to be FPtri with the monomeric FPwsm from which FPtri was constructed, our LAXS (Fig. 1 ), K C (Table 3) , WAXS (Fig. 6) , and S xray (Fig. 7) results show that monomeric FPwsm perturbs the LM3 bilayer far less than either monomeric FP23 or trimeric FPtri. We suggest that FPwsm did not partition into the LM3 membrane. This is at first surprising since both FPwsm and FPtri have the same proportion of additional lysines chemically attached to the C-terminus of wild-type FP23 in order to increase their solubility. We suggest that chemical attachment of three FPwsm peptides, each containing five or six lysines, reduces the average positive charge per lysine compared to FPwsm, due to lowering of the collective lysine pK values by adjacent positively charged lysines. This could shift a net hydrophilicity for FPwsm to a net hydrophobicity for FPtri. Comparing FPtri to FP23, while FP23 is clearly more hydrophobic per native amino acid, the factor of three could make FPtri even more net hydrophobic than FP23. Another factor in the comparison of the solubilities of FPtri and FP23 is the interaction of the more positively charged FPtri with the negatively charged LM3. It may also be that highly charged FPwsm may bind to the negatively charged headgroups in LM3, but it is clear that both FPtri and FP23 bind to and strongly perturb our model LM3 membrane and we will henceforth exclude FPwsm from a comparison of trimer versus monomer.
As emphasized in the Introduction, the structure of a peptide in fully hydrated, fluid-phase membranes is more amorphous than the atomic-level structure one obtains from crystallography. This perspective is reinforced by our CD results that there is no single secondary structure of FP23 in our bilayers, and this in turn is consistent with the literature that reports many different secondary structures. [38] [39] [40] Although there is general agreement among liquid-state NMR studies that FP23 in detergent is largely helical, [41] [42] [43] for membraneassociated FP23, populations of both α-helical and β-sheet conformations have been observed with β-sheet favored at higher peptide-lipid ratios and in membranes containing cholesterol. [44] [45] [46] It has even been suggested that conversion from α-helical to β-structure is a step in membrane fusion. 47 Also, simulations, 48, 49 experiments, 50, 51 and calculations 52, 53 have estimated a tilt angle of a helical FP, and FTIR experiments have shown that a β-sheet FP can also be tilted. 54, 55 Since we modeled peptides roughly as Gaussians, tilt angles cannot be calculated from our work. Secondary structure may not be so relevant, since both α-helix and β-sheet have been observed during fusion. 39, [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] The structure that we report focuses on different kinds of quantities, such as the average location of the peptide in our different model membranes.
For HIV studies, our most relevant model membrane is the LM3 mixture that we have characterized for the first time. Figures 3-5 show that LM3 is nearly as thick (D HH ∼ 42 Å) as the long-chain diC22:1PC bilayer (D HH ∼ 44 Å) and considerably thicker than the DOPC bilayer (D HH ∼ 37 Å). LM3 is also as stiff as the diC22:1PC bilayer (Table 3) and LM3 has an even higher order parameter S xray than diC22:1PC with similar cholesterol mole fraction (Fig. 7) . This characterizes LM3 as an ordered fluid (L o ) phase. A better comparison of cholesterolcontaining LM3 might be to DOPC/chol and diC22:1PC/chol. Then, LM3 D HH thickness is closer to that of DOPC/chol, but S xray and K C remain closer to those of diC22:1PC/chol. A major difference is that LM3 has the negatively charged POPS and PI lipids. This makes a considerable difference in whether the repeat D spacing remains finite ( Table 2 ) and it could make a difference for the location of positively charged FP.
Figures 4 and 5 show that FP23 penetrates well into the hydrocarbon region in DOPC and diC22:1PC without cholesterol. This is consistent with our result that FP23 increases the negative spontaneous curvature of DOPE monolayers in hexagonal II phase because, if FP23 packed into the interfacial headgroup region, it would counteract the negative curvature that DOPE has due to its relatively small headgroup area compared to its chain area. 61 We should emphasize that the methodology for extracting structural information from x-ray scattering of peptides in bilayers is important for this conclusion. We were able to obtain excellent fits to our scattering data with the peptide Gaussian in the interfacial region when we did not impose volume conservation in our older H2 electron density model. 62 Although the H2 model only involved small (b5%) violations of volume conservation for pure lipid bilayers, those violations grew (∼ 25%) when FP was added because there was nothing to prevent artifactually packing FP into an already crowded interfacial region. In contrast, no volume conservation violations were allowed in the SDP method and our attempts to force FP into the interfacial region failed conspicuously to obtain sensible distributions of the component groups and their volumes.
When cholesterol was added to DOPC, Fig. 5 shows that FP23 remained deep in the hydrocarbon region, in contrast to our result for LM3 (Fig. 3) where both FP23 and FPtri were located closer to the carbonyl groups but still well within the hydrocarbon region. One might try to account for this difference by the negatively charged PS and PI headgroups in LM3 attracting the positively charged FP towards the interfacial region. While electrostatics undoubtedly play a role, they are not likely to be the sole factor for three reasons. First, our results for uncharged, thicker diC22:1PC/chol bilayers (Fig. 4) also have FP23 closer to the interface. Second, recent work 23 reported that FPtri inserted closer to the bilayer center in the charged lipid system DTPC:DTPG (∼ 4:1) and 30 mol% cholesterol, which had lipid chains with 14 carbons, and presumably had comparable thickness to LM3 and DOPC/chol in the present study. These first two reasons suggest that a larger thickness may be a factor in drawing the peptide closer to the headgroup region. Third, electrostatics alone would not lead to the result that the location of FP23 with only one positively charged arginine is so similar in Fig. 3 to the location of FPtri with 16 lysines in addition to 3 arginines. We therefore suggest that the position of FP in cholesterolcontaining membranes depends upon other bilayer properties such as the thickness, the order parameter, and the bending modulus.
Any plausible pathway for fusion requires considerable bending and restructuring of the membranes. We showed previously that K C , the bending modulus, is dramatically lowered when FP23 was added to DOPC and diC22:1PC, which are both in the Lα (Ld) fluid state.
28 Table 3 now shows that K C is similarly lowered when FP23 and FPtri are added to LM3, an Lo model lipid bilayer for the target T-cell membrane. Reduction of the bending modulus K C lowers the free energy F = 1/2 K C (C − C 0 ) 2 required to induce curvature C in flat membranes that have spontaneous curvature C 0 = 0; thus, the activation free-energy barrier F act for the curvature C trans of a transition state would generally be smaller for smaller K C . In addition, our membrane curvature results in DOPE H II phase show that C 0 is increased, which might also act to lower F act , depending upon details of the fusion pathway. This idea has been discussed by Siegel. 63 We also find that FP mimics disorder all our lipid membranes (Figs. 6 and 7) , which could help to prepare for a mixing of lipids from the two fusing membranes. These results are consistent with our recent finding that FP23 uncouples monolayers in a DOPC bilayer. 64 A macroscopically appealing view of the role of the FP, inspired perhaps by science fiction movies showing three-legged pods attacking a mother ship, is that of a nail or battering ram that pokes a hole in the host T-cell membrane. The lack of definitive secondary peptide structure, as well as the flexibility of membranes, suggests more microscopic views. Our finding that FP penetrates into the hydrocarbon region is consistent with the hypothesis that FP binds sufficiently strongly that it could provide an anchor that could then be raised (or lowered) by conformational changes in gp41, which could then drag a substantial part of the host cell membrane with it, thereby initiating a pore. However, our favorite hypothesis is more subtle, namely, the penetration of FP disorders (Fig. 7) and softens the T-cell membrane (Table 3) , thereby lowering the activation free-energy barrier for fusion of the virion membrane with the cell membrane, thereby allowing viral RNA to pass into the cell and infect it. This view focuses on fundamental energetics rather than details of the kinetic reaction pathway that would likely include many variations.
Materials and Methods
Materials
Lipids
LM3 is a mixture of six lipids (POPC:POPE:POPS:PI: ESM:Chol, 10:5:2:1:2:10) that mimics the T-cell lipid composition. 24, 25 Lyophilized lipids were purchased from Avanti, Alabaster, AL: POPC (Lot 160-181PC-174), POPE (Lot 160-181PE-109), POPS (Lot 160-181PS-203), PI (Lot PPI-150), ESM (Lot ESM-101), and cholesterol (Lot CH-55). DOPC (Lot 181-228), diC22:1PC (Lot 221PC-33), and DOPE (Lots 181PE-304 and 243) were also purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids in the lyophilized form and used without further purification.
For LM3, the lipids were mixed by dissolving each lipid in HPLC chloroform (Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and then combining the stock solutions in the mole ratios shown above. The LM3 mixture has an average molecular weight of 751.1. Mixtures of DOPC and diC22:1PC with 30 mol% cholesterol were made by mixing stock solutions in chloroform. Thin-layer chromatography using chloroform:methanol:7 N NH 4 OH (46:18:3, v/v) and a molybdic acid stain performed on samples after x-ray at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS) revealed 0.1-0.5% lysolecithin formation on all samples. Peptides FP23 (AVGIGALFLGFLGAAGSTMGARS) was synthesized by the Peptide Synthesis Facility at the Pittsburgh Biotechnology Center (N 95% purity). Both a water-soluble monomer form of FP23 (FPwsm) (AVGIGALFLGFL-GAAGSTMGARSWKKKKKKA) and a water-soluble trimer form of FPwsm (FPtri) were synthesized as previously described. 65 The lyophilized peptides were weighed using a Mettler AE163 analytical balance and then dissolved in hexafluoroisopropanol (Aldrich). Lyophilized lipids were similarly weighed and dissolved in chloroform. Evaporation of organic solvent from the stock solutions was prevented by the use of Agilent glass vials (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) with a Teflon septum that was punctured by a Hamilton syringe. These stock solutions were combined and quantitatively pipetted using a repeating dispenser on two Hamilton syringes (1 ml and 25 μl). The mole percent of FPtri was chosen to be one-third that of FPwsm and FP23 to have the same native amino acid fraction relative to the lipid. The solvent was allowed to evaporate in a fume hood over 1-2 days.
Methods
Differential scanning calorimetry
It is important that LM3, the mixture of lipids designed to mimic the T-cell lipid membrane composition, was in a fluid phase at 30°C, where the experiments were performed. Differential scanning calorimetry at 76°C/h was carried out using a Microcal MC-II (Northampton, MA) on 0. 5-mg/ml samples hydrated by temperature cycling as described for MLV samples. It appeared that a subgel phase 66 could form in LM3 after incubating near 0°C; however, the highest transition temperature of LM3 was less than 15°C. For comparison, the calculated T m for LM3, based on a weighted average of T m values of the component lipids, is 16°C. Additional differential scanning calorimetry of the other lipid/peptide mixtures had no transitions above 13°C, indicating that all of the membranes studied were in a fluid phase at 30°C.
X-ray sample preparation, oriented stacks Four milligrams of lipid or lipid/peptide dried mixture (in duplicate) was dissolved in 200 μl chloroform: hexafluoroisopropanol:methanol (1:1:1 v/v) mixture and this was plated onto a 30 mm × 15 mm × 1 mm silicon wafer, using the rock-and-roll technique. 67 After drying overnight in a glove box, residual solvent was removed by 1-2 h in a vacuum oven. The samples were trimmed to a 5 mm × 30 mm strip in the center of the wafer. Hydration of oriented samples from water vapor was carried out in a thick-walled hydration chamber. 68 
Multilamellar vesicle
Unoriented MLVs in excess water for volumetric measurements, calorimetry, and fully hydrated D spacing measurements were prepared by pipetting the stock solutions described above into Nalgene vials and removing solvent in a fume hood and vacuum oven. The dried samples were mixed with milli-Q water and then thermally cycled three times with vortexing between −20°C and 50°C before loading into 1-mm-diameter glass capillaries for x-ray or 3-ml Nalgene vials for calorimetry or 1-ml glass vials for volume measurements. For the DOPE hydration curves, water was added to the dried mixtures quantitatively using a Mettler AE163 analytical balance and samples were allowed to equilibrate for 4-5 days in the refrigerator at 1-4°C before loading into x-ray capillaries. TD was purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. and added to DOPE in the mole percent 16.8 ± 1.4% TD.
X-ray scattering experiments, oriented stacks X-ray data of oriented fluid-phase lipids and lipid/ peptide samples at 30°C were obtained at CHESS on two separate trips using the G1 station where the wavelength was set with a WB 4 /C multilayer monochromator to 1.1797 or 1.1803 Å with a full width at half maximum of ±0.012 Å and the total beam intensity was ∼10 11 photons/s. Beam size was 0.26 mm H and 1 mm V. The sample was ∼10 μm thick along the normal to the ∼2000 bilayers. Its dimension along the direction of the beam for LAXS and WAXS was narrow (5 mm). The flat samples were rotated from −3°to 7°i n θ relative to the beam during the 10-to 20-s LAXS exposures and they were x-rayed at fixed θ for the 10-to 20-s WAXS exposures. For WAXS, θ = 0.2°was used to first collect lipid scattering and then θ = −0.2°was used to collect background chamber scattering that was subtracted from the lipid data. Data were collected using a Flicam CCD (Finger Lakes Instrumentation, Lima, NY) with a 1024 × 1024 pixel array and a pixel size of 69.78 μm/pixel. The sampleto-CCD distance was 399.7 or 370.9 mm for LAXS and 154.7 or 149 mm for WAXS. Temperature was controlled with a Neslab Controller (Portsmouth, NH) and monitored using a Cole-Parmer thermistor thermometer (Vernon Hills, IL).
MLV samples
MLV samples were x-rayed at 25°C (DOPE) and 30°C (all others) using a Rigaku RUH3R microfocus rotating anode (Woodlands, TX) equipped with a Xenocs FOX2D focusing collimation optic. Beam size was 1 mm × 1 mm, and 5-min scans were collected using a Rigaku Mercury CCD detector with a pixel size of 68.0 μm/pixel; silver behenate (D = 58.367 Å) was used for calibration. Temperature was controlled with a Julabo F25-ED (Allentown, PA) monitored with a ColeParmer thermistor thermometer.
X-ray data analysis, LAXS
The analysis of LAXS diffuse data has been described in previous publications 26, 68 and will be reviewed here only briefly. The scattering intensity for a stack of oriented bilayers is the product: I(q) = S(q)|F(q z )| 2 /q z , where q = (q r ,q z ), S(q) is the structure interference factor, F(q z ) is the bilayer form factor, and q z − 1 is the usual low-angle approximation to the Lorentz factor for narrow oriented samples and a tall beam for which all the sample remains in the beam for all relevant q. The first step of the analysis obtains the bilayer bending modulus (K C ), the compression modulus (B), and |F(q z )| 2 /q z . In the second step, x-ray data were fit to models using the SDP program. 69 SDP has the advantage over previous programs 62, 70 in that volume is rigorously conserved at all z values along the bilayer normal. The experimental volume V per unit cell provides an important constraint between area A, the various thicknesses, and the zeroth order form factor F(0):
where n is the number of electrons in the unit cell chosen to be one lipid (averaged for LM3) and the amounts of peptide and cholesterol corresponding to their mole fractions. Our models had Gaussians for the molecular components consisting of phosphatidylcholine (PC) or phosphatidylother (PO) for LM3, carbonyl/ glycerol (CG), and the terminal methyls (M) on the hydrocarbon chains. The total hydrocarbon region, which also included cholesterol when present, was modeled by a symmetric pair of error functions from which the volumes of the methyl and peptide were subtracted. The headgroup volume was fixed to 295 Å 3 for LM3 based on a weighted average of the volumes of LM3 component headgroups or 331 Å 3 for PC lipids, and for all samples, the volumes of the three Gaussians were soft constrained with harmonic penalty terms for deviations from values obtained from simulations and previous analyses of pure lipids. 69 For some samples, it was necessary to constrain the widths of some of the components that became either unrealistically wide or narrow.
WAXS
WAXS emanates primarily from chain scattering that is affected by interchain distances and chain orientational order. The orientational order is obtained from the angular dependence I(ϕ) (where tan ϕ = q z /q r ) of WAXS data from oriented samples that are analyzed following Mills et al. 27 An x-ray order parameter
provides a measure of the distribution of local tilt angles β.
Volume determination
Lipid molecular volume in fully hydrated MLV was determined by two methods: (1) neutral buoyancy and (2) vibrating tube densimetry. In method 1, weighed mixtures of D 2 O and H 2 O (1.5-3 ml) were used to hydrate ∼ 3 mg of the dried lipid mixtures by temperature cycling, as for MLV. The hydrated samples were temperature equilibrated for 2 days. Visual inspection determined if the sample was floating, sinking, or neutrally buoyant and the latter samples provided the density of the sample. Conversion to molecular volume used the molecular weight of the lipid or lipid mixture and Avogadro's number. In method 2, sample density ρ S and water density ρ W were measured at 30 ± 0.001°C using an AntonPaar DMA4500 (Ashland, VA) vibrating tube densimeter and molecular volume was calculated for a sample with lipid or mixture mass m L and water mass m W using
where M L was the weighted average of the component molecular weights in LM3 or in mixtures of lipids and peptides.
CD spectroscopy
CD spectroscopy was carried out using a Jasco (Easton, MD) CD spectropolarimeter. Samples with lipid and lipid/peptide mixtures were oriented onto one inner side of a quartz cuvette using the same rock-and-roll procedure as for x-ray LAXS samples. CD spectra of the dried, oriented samples were collected first. Then, the cuvette was slowly filled with water so as not to perturb the lipid film and CD spectra were obtained within 10-30 min. During this procedure, the lipid/peptide films remained on the cuvette wall but became opaque due to absorption of water. This hydrated sample is most similar to our oriented samples, fully hydrated through the vapor. Individual scans were collected in 1 min over the range 250 to 180 nm; 5-10 scans were averaged for each sample and temperature was controlled to 30°C. Secondary structures were assigned based on comparison to published data.
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Spontaneous curvature
Following established procedures, [34] [35] [36] the location of the Gibbs dividing surface for water R W relative to the center of the water tubes (see Fig. 10 ) was calculated using the x-ray measured hexagonal spacing D hex and the measured volume fraction of water ϕ W R W = D hex 2 fW = p3
The corresponding area per unit cell (one lipid and mole fractional peptide) with volume V 1 is given by
Following an established recipe, 36 the radius of the pivotal plane R 0P was obtained at the maximum level of hydration determined in the D hex plot versus φ (Fig. 9) . Areas and radii are related by A j = fA W and R j = fR W , where
and V j is the volume between 0 and R j . It is also convenient to define g = A j /R j = A W /R W . Then, the volume between R 2 and R 1 is given by
which allows one to calculate R i from R j , V ij , and g. The radius R 1 , which includes the measured volume of lipid plus peptide plus associated water at full hydration, is given by R 1 2 = 2D hex 2 /3 1/2 π. [This value of R 1 is the same as that obtained from R W and the measured volume V M and using Eq. (7) .] For pure DOPE, we calculated R C from the volume of DOPE hydrocarbon chains using V C and Eq. (4). For added FP23, R C depends upon how the peptide volume is partitioned between hydrocarbon and interfacial regions. The steric radius R S was obtained by subtracting an estimated thickness 8.7 Å of DOPE headgroups 37 from R C . The location of the line drawn in Fig. 10 between the headgroup volume and the interfacial water volume satisfies (non-uniquely) the Gibbs dividing surface constraint that the interfacial water volume between R C and R W must equal the headgroup volume between R W and R S .
